Molten globule monomer to condensed dimer: role of disulfide bonds in platelet factor-4 folding and subunit association.
Platelet factor 4 (PF4) exhibits high affinity for heparin and exists as a tetramer in solution under physiologic conditions. Reduction of the two disulfide bridges in PF4 increases the protein's dissociation constant for heparin approximately 20-fold and shifts the highest apparent aggregation state from tetramer to dimer as evidenced by gel filtration, chemical cross-linking, and 1H-NMR studies. 1H-NMR spectra of reduced PF4 monomers generally show narrower, less dispersed, upfield-shifted NH and alpha H resonances, suggesting the presence of an unfolded monomer state. Reduced PF4 monomer folding, however, is evidenced by the presence of about 12 relatively long-lived backbone NHs and by CD spectra that indicate conservation of overall secondary structure. These data suggest the presence of a molten globule-type state. Urea denaturation shifts this apparent molten globule to a fully unfolded state characterized by more random coil-like resonance shifts. The reduced PF4 dimer state yields NMR and CD data consistent with preservation of tertiary structural folds found for the native species. In this regard, the reduced PF4 folding transition is thermodynamically linked with dimer formation which stabilizes tertiary structure. Monomer-dimer association equilibria for reduced PF4 essentially follow the same pH and salt titration trends as reported previously for native PF4 dimers [Mayo, K. H., & Chen, M. J. (1989) Biochemistry 28, 9469-9478], indicating that that dimer interface is generally conserved in the absence of disulfide constraints. Reduced PF4 tetramers are not apparent under any conditions investigated, suggesting that disulfides are necessary for efficient antiparallel beta-sheet alignment between dimer pairs.